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THE UNIVERSITY AND THE DEPARTMENT

Jadavpur University is a premier educational and research institution in India. Founded in 1906 as Bengal Technical Institute and reestablished after independence as Jadavpur University, it flourished in arenas of Engineering, Science and Humanities to achieve its current status. The University takes pride to have a long list of great scholars and teachers of highest excellence who carried the university to its highest potential through their teaching and scholarly contributions. UGC has identified this university as one of the first five universities in the country with "Potential for Excellence". The University aims to promote and pursue higher education by stimulating both teaching and research programs.

Department of Life Science and Biotechnology was established in the year 1993 as a result of the rising academic interest in interdisciplinary courses. Its syllabus covers areas of Life Science, Biotechnology, Genetic Engineering and Medical Sciences, and aspires to produce students who are capable of using Biotechnology in its many facets. Since then the department has produced numerous students and Research Scholars who are now placed at various institutions and companies in India and abroad.

VENUE : DEPARTMENT OF LIFE SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY
KOLKATA – 700032

CONTACT : Dr. BISWADIP DAS: 9748908607
Prof. PARIMAL KARMAKAR: 9433366323
Prof. RATAN GACHHUI: 9831588469

OBJECTIVE OF THE CONFERENCE

Biotechnology has an immense potential to improve agriculture, health and environmental Sciences. However, attaining this goal involves shaping it into a premier precision tool to deal with the problems of present and future. Generating appropriately trained work force capable of addressing this daunting challenge is an essential pre requisite for reaping the benefit of Biotechnology. The proposed seminar is targeted to the research scholars and students of masters programs from various areas of biology in different institutes/Universities to expose them to the modern arena of Biotechnology from which they would identify the frontier and challenging areas of modern research in Cell and Molecular Biology. The seminar will try to showcase the most recent developments in the field from Modern Biology and Biotechnology. It will make an attempt to bring together the teachers and scholars from the fields of:

- Microbiology
- Cell Biology and Molecular Biology
- Biotechnology
- Biochemistry

The meeting aims at thorough interaction among the participants to foster possible collaboration among the scientists and to stimulate the students for their future career. We encourage the research scholars to submit abstracts for poster. Best eight posters will be called for oral presentation. We cordially invite scientists, teachers, students and Industry persons along with our alumni to actively participate in the event and make it a success.

REGISTRATION AND ABSTRACT SUBMISSION

The Seminar is open to Faculty members, Research Scholars, Students and Persons working in R&D sectors of the private biotechnology industries. Interested Participants should fill the enclosed registration form overleaf and send it to the following e-mail address along with abstract. Abstracts are invited for poster presentation. Each abstract should contain:

1. Introduction indicating purpose of the study
2. Brief description of experimental procedures
3. Summary of results

Abstract not to exceed 250 words, including title, author(s) name(s) and affiliations. Abstracts to be typed with 12 pt Times New Roman. The name of the presenter should be in bold face.

All presenters must register.

Last Date of Abstract Submission: 01.02.14
Acceptance will be intimated by 07.02.2014
Last Date of Registration: 07.02.14

REGISTRATION FEE

Masters Students: Rs 100/-
Research Scholars: Rs.400/-
Faculty Members: Rs.600/-

Duly Completed registration form along with registration Fees by Cash/Cheque should reach Convener by February 07, 2014
Registration fee includes Tea, Lunch and Seminar Materials

ABSTRACT AND COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE MAILED TO
E. Mail: jubtsymp2012@yahoo.com